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Your ultimate guide to New York City
Discover the best NYC things to do, events, restaurants, theater and nightlife


A new adults-only nightlife spot with mini-golf just opened in the Meatpacking District

The first location of its kind in New York spans 24,000 square feet over five levels with an underground lounge and rooftop.





A new adults-only nightlife spot with mini-golf just opened in the Meatpacking District

The first location of its kind in New York spans 24,000 square feet over five levels with an underground lounge and rooftop.



Gator is NYC’s first five-star restaurant of the year

A “mini forest” is opening on Roosevelt Island this spring

This egg cream was just crowned as the best at this fierce competition in Brooklyn
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Things to do in New York
Today
This week
This weekend
This month


The latest New York news
Top Ethiopian restaurant Ras Plant Based will expand to Manhattan this spring
It’s new location is expected to open in the West Village in May.


The first female-certified cicerone in NYC shares her favorite spots to drink a beer
Anne Becerra sings the praises of the Culinary Institute of America.


These two old subway stations are getting a $100 million refresh
The money would go towards much-needed repairs to two historic stations.


New York State is offering free solar eclipse glasses: Here’s where to get yours
You can get limited-edition I Love NY eclipse glasses at 30 locations throughout the state.


A new Taiwanese wheel cake destination just opened in NYC
Money Cake rolls into Queens with a few exclusive menu items to come.


The only way to taste Dominique Ansel's latest dessert is to donate blood
NewYork-Presbyterian Hospital and Dominique Ansel are teaming up for a good cause.


A private mahjong room just opened on the Lower East Side
After years of successful mahjong nights at the Ace Hotel, the Chop Suey Club finally has its own mahjong room.


The Sufjan Stevens dance musical Illinoise will open on Broadway next month
Director-choreographer Justin Peck adds one last show to the crowded April lineup.



See more
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Time Out New York March Cover


‘The Great Gatsby’ shines a musical spotlight on our favorite toxic couple






Jeremy Jordan and Eva Noblezada spill on what it’s like to take on one of the most famous relationships in literary history—on stage.








Upcoming Broadway shows headed to NYC

Here, in order of when they start, are the productions confirmed so far to begin their Broadway runs in the early months of 2024.




10 secrets of New York City in the 1920s
10 secrets of New York City in the 1920s
We’re taking a look back at the era of the flappers, speakeasies and the Jazz Age.



Five NYC spots that’ll transport you to the 1920s
Five NYC spots that’ll transport you to the 1920s
Several places in NYC have the power to transport you back in time to when the backs of pharmacies were the best place to slip a whiskey down your gullet.




Latest restaurant and bar reviews
Gator
5 out of 5 stars

"Contemporary Americana with a flair for sustainability.”


Miatzil
3 out of 5 stars

A friendly Mexican restaurant with Tons of tacos, margaritas and room for groups.


Kanyakumari
3 out of 5 stars

An invitation to “journey from Mumbai to Kanyakumari” near Union Square.



Naks
3 out of 5 stars

Filipino cuisine from Unapologetic Foods.



See more
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Spring in New York City


NYC events in March 2024

March is coming in like a lion.




The best St. Patrick’s Day events in NYC

Grab your green attire, belt your favorite Irish songs and bust out a limerick—St. Patrick’s Day in NYC is going to be a blast this year!




The best exhibits, art shows, and festivals coming to NYC this spring
The best exhibits, art shows, and festivals coming to NYC this spring
We’ve rounded up more than a dozen museum exhibits, gallery presentations, and festivals to bookmark.



The best things to do on a rainy day in NYC
The best things to do on a rainy day in NYC
When the weather is less than ideal, don’t fret—there are plenty of things to do on a rainy day in NYC.



The best places to see cherry blossoms in NYC
The best places to see cherry blossoms in NYC
We’ve rounded up the best places where you can gaze at the delicate pink flowers.



Easter in NYC 2024 guide
Easter in NYC 2024 guide

Use our handy guide to plan the ultimate Easter weekend in New York equipped with pastel eggs, chocolate bunnies and more.
 





Local picks from our fave New Yorkers


Leslie Odom Jr. spills on being a dad in NYC and where he likes to go on family dinners

Leslie Odom Jr. still thinks of his being a father as the most important role of his career—and one that he generally enjoys working on while in New York.




Candace Bushnell talks 'Sex and the City,' a changing NYC and her favorite local spots

Hear her thoughts on "And Just Like That," her favorite places around town and why New York City is "really a woman's city."




Neil Patrick Harris talks FoodieCon, espresso martinis and his favorite NYC spots
Neil Patrick Harris talks FoodieCon, espresso martinis and his favorite NYC spots
Add NPH's favorite restaurants to your list.



Amy Sedaris shares where she likes to be high in NYC
Amy Sedaris shares where she likes to be high in NYC
Actor and comedian Amy Sedaris recently served as a guest budtender in NYC.



Kelly and Mark’s favorite spots in New York City
Kelly and Mark’s favorite spots in New York City
Viewers have come to know the duo as their on-air friends, but they’re our actual NYC neighbors!



Padma Lakshmi on her favorite NYC restaurants and upcoming ‘secret’ market
Padma Lakshmi on her favorite NYC restaurants and upcoming ‘secret’ market
As the long-reigning host of Top Chef and Taste the Nation, Padma Lakshmi clearly knows a thing or two about food.




Columns from Time Out New York editors
Let me tell you—I went to an immersive play that turned into a real-life orgy
From Theater Editor and Critic Adam Feldman



Let me tell you—these are the 5 things New Yorkers should actually give up for Lent

From Things to Do Editor Rossilynne Skena Culgan


Let me tell you—this suspenseful East Village play is one of the best shows playing in NYC right now

From News Editor Anna Rahmanan


Let me tell you—There are plenty of ways to enjoy eating and drinking on Valentine’s Day in New York City
From Food & Drink Editor and Critic Amber Sutherland-Namako


Let me tell you—Broadway in April is too damn crowded
From Theater Editor and Critic Adam Feldman


Let me tell you—the solar eclipse will be the coolest event in New York this year

From Things to Do Editor Rossilynne Skena Culgan


Let me tell you—these are my wishes for NYC’s kosher dining scene in 2024

From News Editor Anna Rahmanan


Let me tell you—these are the best quirky NYC events to bookmark for 2024

From Things to Do Editor Rossilynne Skena Culgan
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Events at Time Out Market New York
Easter Celebration at Time Out Market
Hop on by Time Out Market New York for a springtime celebration of Easter.
On Easter Sunday, March 31, the Easter Bunny will be at the market for selfies...

Buy ticket

Live Music Sundays at  Time Out Market
Chase away the Sunday scaries with us at the Market with live music and good food!
Live Music Sundays kicks off at noon with Bottomless Brunch and really...

DUMBOUntil Mar 31, 2024

Buy ticket

Game Night Fridays at Time Out Market
Enjoy a relaxing and fun Friday night out at Time Out Market’s fifth-floor rooftop bar, where you can play board games and foosball with friends and...

DUMBOUntil Mar 29, 2024

Buy ticket


See more

Latest film reviews
Banel & Adama
4 out of 5 stars

Love blossoms and withers in a drought-stricken village in Ramata-Toulaye Sy’s tragic, Shakespearean romance


Late Night With the Devil
4 out of 5 stars

A ’70s talk show plays host to this diabolically brilliant found-footage horror


Love Lies Bleeding
3 out of 5 stars

Kristen Stewart’s neo-noir romance is a pulpy pleasure


Road House
3 out of 5 stars

Jake Gyllenhaal serves up a platter of fist pies in this enjoyably bruising reboot of the Patrick Swayze classic



See more

Best of the city


The best things to do in NYC for locals and tourists

Your go-to resource for the best things to do in the city now




The best restaurants in NYC right now

Our favorite spots to eat and drink in the five boroughs at this very moment




50 amazing bars in NYC
50 amazing bars in NYC
A top-shelf list of the absolute best places to drink in New York



The best Broadway shows you need to see
The best Broadway shows you need to see
Our pick for the best plays, shows and musicals to buy tickets for in NYC's theaters in 2021 and 2022



The best museums in NYC
The best museums in NYC

New York City's cultural amenities are many, but none quite match the number, scale and variety of its museums






The best places to dance in NYC
The best places to dance in NYC
Get ready to shake your rump and bust a move at the best places to dance in NYC.




Escape the city


The 20 best day trips from New York City


Get outta town—if only for the day




The 19 best weekend getaways from NYC

These nearby destinations have loads of great things to do any time of year




The 22 coziest Airbnb cabins near NYC for the perfect city escape
The 22 coziest Airbnb cabins near NYC for the perfect city escape
Ready for the perfect off-grid escape?



The 10 best road trips from NYC
The 10 best road trips from NYC
Explore the tri-state area and more with these gorgeous trips.



The 12 best treehouse Airbnbs near NYC for a an uber-relaxing weekend Upstate
The 12 best treehouse Airbnbs near NYC for a an uber-relaxing weekend Upstate
From low-fi elevated cabins to luxurious options with hot tubs, there's a treehouse for everyone.



The best hiking near NYC
The best hiking near NYC




Hit the trails and get some fresh air on these scenic hikes.






See more

Best places to stay


The 11 best cheap hotels in NYC

NYC can be a very, very expensive place – but it doesn’t have to be. And you don’t have to sacrifice style or quality for cheap prices,...




The 12 coolest hotels in NYC to book right now

While hotels could just be a place to rest when you're visiting somewhere, we know they can be so much more than that. From high-end amenities and cutting-edge...




The 16 best hotels with a view in NYC
The 16 best hotels with a view in NYC
The iconic NYC skyline is ever-changing, with fabulous new buildings rising up next to historic beauties like the Empire State, Chrysler and Flatiron...



The 11 most romantic hotels in NYC
The 11 most romantic hotels in NYC
We know, we know. NYC is already an incredibly romantic city. With all those legendary sights, how could it not be? But don’t underestimate the power of...



The 13 best spa hotels in NYC
The 13 best spa hotels in NYC
For a restful trip to the city that never sleeps, you have to book a room in one of the most luxurious spa hotels in New York City. While there’s no...



The 14 best luxury hotels in NYC
The 14 best luxury hotels in NYC
Nowhere does luxury quite like New York City. From swanky lounges with views over the entire city to deluxe spas, high-thread-count linens and sumptuous...




Latest from around the world


Revealed: the surprising European destinations on the rise in 2024

All these places saw a massive increase in Google searches last year




It’s official: this is the best rooftop bar in Europe

It ranked as one of the highest in the world for five-star reviews and Instagram tags




Is it safe to travel to Iceland right now? Latest travel advice following eruption
Is it safe to travel to Iceland right now? Latest travel advice following eruption
Here’s everything you need to know about travelling to Iceland after the country declares a state of emergency



This company is hiring a ‘luxury room service reviewer’ to stay in five-star hotels
This company is hiring a ‘luxury room service reviewer’ to stay in five-star hotels
The ideal candidate has a love of ‘food, travel, and the finer things in life’



These are the new beach rules to know when visiting Greece
These are the new beach rules to know when visiting Greece
The new ‘beach bill’ will be very strictly enforced



Why has Berlin techno been added to Unesco’s list of intangible cultural heritage?
Why has Berlin techno been added to Unesco’s list of intangible cultural heritage?
The decision has been described as a milestone for producers, artists and organisers
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Discover Time Out original video
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